Tennis Match Results
Nebraska vs Penn State
Apr 07, 2018 at University Park, Pa.
(Indoor Tennis Center)

#48 Penn State 6, Nebraska 1

**Singles competition**
1. Christian Lakoseljac (PSU) def. Toby Boyer (NEB) 6-4, 6-4
2. Constant De La Basse (PSU) def. Dylan Bednarczyk (NEB) 6-1, 6-2
3. Linus Erhart (NEB) def. Christos Antonopoulo (PSU) 1-6, 6-4, 6-2
4. Gabriel Nemeth (PSU) def. Micah Klousia (NEB) 6-1, 6-2
5. Ben Lieb (PSU) def. Isaac Nortey (NEB) 6-2, 6-0
6. Alp Sentay (PSU) def. William Grattan Smit (NEB) 6-0, 3-6, 1-0 (10-3)

**Doubles competition**
1. Alp Sentay/Christos Antonopoulo (PSU) vs. #81 Linus Erhart/Toby Boyer (NEB) 5-3, unfinished
2. Constant De La Basse/Gabriel Nemeth (PSU) def. Micah Klousia/William Grattan Smit (NEB) 6-2
3. Christian Lakoseljac/Ben Lieb (PSU) def. Dylan Bednarczyk/Chris Dean (NEB) 6-3

Match Notes:
Nebraska 9-8
Penn State 11-9; National ranking #48
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3); Singles (4,1,2,3,5,6)